See in complete darkness and smoke!
TACSIGHT enables law enforcement personnel to see heat signatures of
objects, people, and other sources. TACSIGHT detects extremely small
differences in temperature, so that officers can distinguish people from their
immediate surroundings. Needing no light to operate, the TACSIGHT generates
high-quality images on the darkest nights, and even through smoke. Compare
that to conventional night vision equipment, which requires light or special illuminators
and is incapacitated by smoke, and often other particulates. While darkness and camouflage can defeat night vision, suspects
cannot hide from TACSIGHT. Their own body heat gives them away.
Even on the darkest night, you can:
• Detect suspects and threats up to 1000 feet away
• Dark or camouflaged clothing has no effect on your ability to find someone!
• Scan for criminal activity from a safe distance, without giving away your position with a spotlight
• Track suspect vehicles from up to 1500 feet or more
• Analyze and investigate crime scenes in a whole new “light” by
• Detecting invisible heat sources, such as light skid marks or indoor “grow” vents
• Discovering hidden compartments or recently disturbed soil
• Finding evidence, such as shell casings or tossed vials, faster and easier
The TACSIGHT thermal imager is a powerful tool for tactical, surveillance and scene assessment
applications. Its small size and convenient side straps make the TACSIGHT right- or left-handed,
freeing an officer’s dominant hand for a service weapon or baton.

Features:
• Simple, one button operation
• 3.5" LCD screen for arm’s length viewing
• Water-tight, supremely durable
• Long-life, rechargeable batteries
• Available remote transmitter
• Available vehicle charging system

Applications:
• Search and Rescue
• Fugitive Searches
• Vehicle Pursuits
• Flight Safety
• Marine and Ground Surveillance
• Perimeter Surveillance
• Officer Safety
• Structure Profiles
• Disturbed Surface Scenarios
• Environmental Law Enforcement
• Hidden Compartments in Vehicles
• Accident Investigation
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